Abstract. Let U=\z= reie \ r < 1}. For k ^ 2 let Vk be the class of normalized analytic functions /(z) such that the boundary rotation of f(U) is at most kir. Let A{r) be the integral f ' rif'ipe^l'odpde,
f ' rif'ipe^l'odpde,
•Jo <J o L(r) the length of the image of the circle | z\ =r under the mapping f(z). In this paper the author proves that for z& U if f(z) £ Vk then fi +r\\-"2 limsup (Su£ £(,)) (.A(r) log (7^))" á *.
This generalizes to arbitrary k^2 the recent result of Nunokawa for the case k=2.
Let ¿7 be the unit disk, |z| <1. For fixed k^2, by Vk we denote the class of functions/(2) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f(z) is analytic and f'(z) ¿¿0 for zE U. Theorem N. Iff(z) EK (=V2) then (2) [July
asr-*l.
In this paper we shall extend Theorem N to all classes Vk by proving Theorem. Let 2 ^ k < <=o. Iff(z) E Vk, then
Proof. Let a be a fixed constant, 0<a<r=|z| <1. Nunokawa My thanks are due to the referee for some useful suggestions shortening the original proofs.
